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An intelligent and smart person is curious and eager to explore new fields of knowledge. He wants to broaden and deepen his reading interest more thus, he keeps on reading various informative books.

Hence, the following considerations will greatly help you to develop creditable reading interest.

1. Some books are read for information. Informational books deal with subjects like science, politics, music, philosophy, art, religion and other adult areas of interest. Have you sampled these books?

2. Some books are established classics and are considered excellent reading by all educated persons. These include classics from ancient times to the present. With what classic literature are you already familiar?

3. Some books are to be read for pleasure. Do you confine your pleasurable reading to comics? To detective stories? To love stories? Or do you also read serious novels and best sellers? Good readers sample books from the most frivolous to the serious. They do not concentrate on only one kind of book not even if it is the classics.

4. Some books are read because they are written by authors the reader is already familiar with it. In this way, the reader develops better acquaintance with his favorite authors.
5. Some books are read because they are recommended by the reader’s friends, parents, or teachers. Some magazines and papers also keep acquainted with contemporary books through a reading list. Is your reading affected by these considerations? What magazine gives you reading list?

6. Some stories made into motion pictures also prove interesting reading. Compare the merits of a moving version of a book you have read with the book itself.

7. Biographies and histories provide good reading. It is good to begin with biographies and continue with histories. What biographies of prominent persons does your library contain?

8. Some books may also deal with your hobby. Do you play chess? Collect stamps? Some books will tell you all you want to know about these hobbies.

Reading is one of the most important skills children need to learn to be successful because it develops the mind. Not only do good reading skills benefit students academically, these are also skills required for lifelong success. Reading develops vocabulary, increases attention span and promotes stronger analytical thinking.
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